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MASQUE
KEYSTONE INDUSTRIES

This silicone lubricant and coating agent is 
insoluble in the mouth and keeps acrylic from
bonding to the teeth. Masque is unaffected by
monomers and heat. It cannot run, is tasteless,
odorless, non-oily and completely compatible with
oral tissue. 

1 oz. Syringe with Plunger
8091002   [0921530]                                      

LUXAGLAZE
DMG AMERICA 

LuxaGlaze is the perfect finishing
touch for any provisional. It is a
one-bottle, light-cured varnish
perfect for glazing the surface of
temporaries fabricated with
Luxatemp, as well as any other
provisional materials. 

Kit: 5 ml Dropper Bottle,  
25 Brushes, Mixing Palette
9501987   [212075]

JET SEAL
LANG DENTAL MFG.

Jet Seal is a revolutionary new self-
curing surface sealant. It can be
used when sealing soft and hard
relines, temporary crowns and
bridges, denture repairs and
dentures.

1 oz.
8591347   [4102C]

PLASTIC LIQUID DISPENSER
KEYSTONE INDUSTRIES

The Dispenser is used to
dispense ceramic 
and acrylic liquids, light oils,
non-flammable cleaning
solutions and distilled water.
The dispenser bottle is a
molded one-piece 
cap and angle spout. Flow
can be adjusted from single
drops to razor-sharp stream 
by simply trimming the
spout end. 

125 ml Bottle
9515597 [1655410]    

NO-STICK MIXING BOWLS
GEORGE TAUB

The small no-stick
mixing bowls are
1" in diameter and
have a 7 ml
capacity. The large
bowl has a 2¼"
diameter with a 21
ml capacity.

Small
8990712   3/Pkg.                                                         

Large
8990710   Each                                                            

MINI-BOWLS
PULPDENT

Handy silicone non-stick bowls
for mixing acrylic. Contains a
suction cup on bottom that
sticks to tabletops. 

QUIKGLAZE
ALL DENTAL PRODX

Quickglaze is a
fast, easy-to-use,
esthetics
enhancing glaze. 
It works with all
temporary
materials. Used 
as both a finishing
and bonding agent
for any and all of
your temporary
materials. 

5 ml 
9554230 [200130]

SPEE-DEE PLASTIC PINS
PULPDENT

Spee-Dee Plastic Pins are designed for Direct Cast
Core technique. They are virtually unbreakable and
burn-out completely without leaving any residue.

60/Box
8791970  [PIN]

TEMPORARY CROWN 
MATRIX BUTTONS
ADVANTAGE DENTAL PRODUCTS, INC.

In and out of the mouth in 30 seconds. Patented,
proven, accurate timesaver system for making 
temporary crowns, splints or bridges. Hard yet
flexible thermoplastic softens in hot water or
microwave and easily forms the button around the
tooth to be prepped. 

72/Box
8095054 [100]

GLAZE ACRYLIC SEALANT -
CONTINUED

microscopic voids and reduces bacterial growth
and odor. Sets in 10-20 seconds.

12 cc Bottles of Glaze and Solvent
8090600 [0921236]

TEMP TABS—TRUE BLUE
ALL DENTAL PRODX

Multi-functional flexible and accurate impressions:
matrix for making temps, bite registration, implant
placement stents, bite guards. Non-toxic, will not
distort, stays blue for instant identification. No
mixing, no clean-up, heat with or without water. 

72/Box
9554220 [143020]

Small  
8791000 3/Pkg. [B   MS3]

Medium 
8791002 2/Pkg. [BMM2]

Assorted, 2 Small, 1 Medium, 1 Large
8791006 4/Pkg. [BMA]
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